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BAXTER CANADA INVESTS OVER $26 MILLION IN  
ALLISTON FACILITY PRODUCING LIFE-SUSTAINING INTRAVENOUS AND DIALYSIS 

SOLUTIONS 

  
MISSISSAUGA, ON, Dec. 13, 2018 – Baxter Canada, a leading medical products company, 

today reaffirmed its commitment to its Alliston, Ontario facility by investing an additional $19 million 

into the plant over the next two years. This announcement follows Baxter’s $7.5 million-worth of 

investment in 2018, with a total investment of over $26 million. The funds will be used to ensure the 

Alliston facility continues to be compliant with Health Canada regulatory guidelines, and will 

contribute to the economic well-being of the region by helping to secure existing jobs while providing 

indirect employment in construction and other related fields in the short to medium term.  

As the only large-scale Canadian manufacturer of IV fluids and peritoneal dialysis solutions, 

98% of the products manufactured in Canada are for Canadian patients and healthcare 

professionals. This investment will also benefit Canada by supporting a more predictable and 

sustainable supply of products to Canadian hospitals and patients in the future. 

“The Alliston facility is truly best in class, from our management system with continuous 

improvement at its core, to a culture of quality and safety,” said Baxter Canada President and 

General Manager, Stephen Thompson. “We reviewed our North American supply chain, and this 

highlighted the need to invest in our Alliston plant to ensure we continue to be an integral part of our 

operations worldwide. We want to be able to provide support whenever required to ensure the needs 

of our patients and service providers are continuously met.”  

Baxter Canada’s Alliston facility continues to be a critical part of Baxter’s Americas 

manufacturing footprint and the $26 million investment will prepare the plant for FDA registration, 

allowing the facility to make an impact on a global scale when needed by meeting any future 

potential export and growth opportunities.  
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 “I am thrilled to see our facility recognized as a vital part of the broader Baxter network,” 

said Alliston Plant Manager Elaine Copsey. “To see this continued investment in our facility is a 

testament to the high-quality work our employees deliver each day to ensure patients and healthcare 

professionals are getting the life-saving products they need.”  

To learn more, visit www.baxter.ca and follow us on Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook. 

 

About Baxter  

Every day, millions of patients and caregivers rely on Baxter’s leading portfolio of critical care, 
nutrition, renal, hospital and surgical products. In Canada, we’ve been operating at the critical 
intersection where innovations that save and sustain lives meet the healthcare providers that make 
it happen for 80 years. With products, technologies and therapies available in more than 100 
countries, Baxter’s employees worldwide are now building upon the company’s rich heritage of 
medical breakthroughs to advance the next generation of transformative healthcare innovations. 
Baxter Canada and its nearly 1,000 employees are located primarily in Ontario at the Head Office, 
CIVA Admixing and Technical Services Centres in Mississauga, and in Alliston – where Baxter 
operates Canada’s only large scale manufacturing plant producing life-sustaining intravenous and 
dialysis solutions. To learn more, visit www.baxter.ca and follow us 
on Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook. 
 

Baxter is a registered trademark of Baxter International Inc.  
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